MORE GAMES, LESS CLUTTER

Tired of having box after box of board games piled up in the closet? This game is for you! Versatility is an understatement! With over 100 games included, this unique Carrom® Game Board system gives you more games in less space. Built to last, it will keep your family playing games together for years!

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
PLAY SURFACE: Coated paper graphics and wood grain design on a two-sided board
IN THE BOX: 44 playing pieces, two cue sticks, number discs and a full instruction booklet
MISCELLANEOUS: Solid wood frame with hand-tied corner nets

GAME SIZE
WIDTH: 28”
HEIGHT: 1.625”
WEIGHT: 9 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
28.5” x 28.375” x 1.75” (0.82 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 10 lbs.
CHAMPION NOK HOCKEY®
MODEL #002.00 | UPC # 0-43077-00002-3

NOK NOK, WHO’S THERE?
Skill, coordination and intensity combine to make this fast-action, two player game a sure-fire winner whether you’re a hockey fan or not. Bragging rights not included.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
PLAY SURFACE: ¼” thick hardboard playing surface, two color screen printed graphics
MISCELLANEOUS: Solid ¾” thick frame with wood-reinforced corners & goal zone obstacles
IN THE BOX: Two hardwood pucks and two plastic hockey sticks

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 35.0625”
WIDTH: 23.8125”
HEIGHT: 1.875”
WEIGHT: 8 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
39.25” x 24” x 2.125” (1.16 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 12 lbs.
NOK NOK, WHO’S THERE?

Skill, coordination and intensity combine to make this fast-action, two-player games a sure-fire winner whether you’re a hockey fan or not. Bragging rights not included.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
PLAY SURFACE: Cool new center ice graphics on ¼” thick hardboard
MISCELLANEOUS: Solid ¾” thick frame with wood-reinforced corners & goal zone obstacles
IN THE BOX: Two hardwood pucks and two plastic hockey sticks

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 35.0625”
WIDTH: 23.8125”
HEIGHT: 1.875”
WEIGHT: 8 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
39.25” x 24” x 2.125” (1.16 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 12 lbs

No assembly required
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
A FAST ACTION GAME

No skates required. You might want a helmet though. This game can get pretty heated! This two-player game with solid wood frame can handle your best slap-shot…and all the bragging rights that go along with it.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
PLAY SURFACE: ¼” thick hardboard playing surface, two color screen printed graphics
MISCELANEOUS: Solid ¾” thick frame with wood-reinforced corners & goal zone obstacles. This game is 12” larger in length and width than our traditional Nok Hockey® game
IN THE BOX: Two hardwood pucks and two plastic hockey sticks

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 47”
WIDTH: 35”
HEIGHT: 2.6875”
WEIGHT: 17 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
49” x 36.75” x 3.375” (3.52 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 33 lbs.
AIR HOCKEY FUN FOR THE FAMILY

Love to play but don’t have space for a large hockey table? This game is for you! It’s big enough to get a real hockey experience, but small enough to store away when you’re not using it. High-speed gameplay and portability make this a winning choice for any family! Ruggedly built to make sure you can take your skills on the road, score anytime, anywhere.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: 2.5” top rail with durable construction ensures years of family fun!
PLAY SURFACE: Optimal air flow in the play surface makes for smooth and fast play
LEGS: Easy to assemble and remove for storage, hardware is included
MISCELLANEOUS: Equipped with a UL-approved, high output, electric motor. Keep score with the built in manual scoring for each player
IN THE BOX: 2 pucks and 2 controllers

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 42.75”
WIDTH: 24.75”
HEIGHT: 7.5”
WEIGHT: 39 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
48” x 30.5” x 5” (4.25 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 45 lbs.
FACE-OFF FOR THE CHAMPION TITLE

Love to play but don’t have space for a large hockey table? This game is for you! It’s big enough to get a real hockey experience, but small enough to store away when you’re not using it. High-speed gameplay and portability make this a winning choice for any family! Ruggedly built to make sure you can take your skills on the road, score anytime, anywhere.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
PLAY SURFACE: Optimal air flow in the paper coated play surface makes for smooth and fast play
LEGS: Easy to assemble and remove for storage, hardware is included
MISCELLANEOUS: Equipped with a UL-approved, high output, electric motor
IN THE BOX: 2 pucks, 2 controllers and a score pad

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 39.625”
WIDTH: 19.5”
HEIGHT: 5.875”
WEIGHT: 17 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
45.5” x 20” x 4.125” (2.17 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 23 lbs.
SKITTLES

MODEL #400.00 | UPC # 0-43077-00400-7

A TORNADO IN A BOX

Start a league of your own on this cool indoor game. Score up to 300 points each frame by knocking down the skittles with the spinning top. It’s not as easy as it looks. It takes a minute to learn, a lifetime to master!

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
FRAME: 0.75” thick wood frame
PLAY SURFACE: Screen printed using lead-free ink
IN THE BOX: One hardwood spinning top, braided twine and twelve hardwood pins

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 32”
WIDTH: 15”
HEIGHT: 3.25”
WEIGHT: 8 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
33” x 15.375” x 4” (1.17 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 12 lbs.

No assembly required
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
HOW COORDINATED ARE YOU?

Find your inner Zen with this Carrom original! It helps skiing, board enthusiasts or yoga lovers improve their balance and coordination and can be used in a standing, kneeling or sitting position. Show off for your kids or let them show off for you.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
SURFACE: High-quality hardwood plywood with a UV polyurethane finish. Anti-skid strips for better control.
MISCELLANEOUS: Weight limit is 300 pounds

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 31.5”
WIDTH: 10.25”
HEIGHT: 1.5”
HEIGHT WITH WHEEL: 6”
WEIGHT: 8 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
32” x 10.375” x 2.25” (0.43 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 8 lbs.
HOW COORDINATED ARE YOU?

Find your inner Zen with this Carrom original! It helps skiing, board enthusiasts or yoga lovers improve their balance and coordination and can be used in a standing, kneeling or sitting position. Show off for your kids or let them show off for you.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
SURFACE: Cool new graphics with anti-skid strips for better control
MISCELLANEOUS: Weight limit is 300 pounds

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 31.5”
WIDTH: 10.25”
HEIGHT: 1.5”
HEIGHT WITH WHEEL: 6”
WEIGHT: 8 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
32” x 10.375” x 2.25” (0.43 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 8 lbs.

Some assembly required
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
HOW COORDINATED ARE YOU?

Find your inner Zen with this Carrom original! It helps skiing, board enthusiasts or yoga lovers improve their balance and coordination and can be used in a standing, kneeling or sitting position. Show off for your kids or let them show off for you.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
SURFACE: Cool new graphics with anti-skid strips for better control
MISCELLANEOUS: Weight limit is 300 pounds

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 31.5”
WIDTH: 10.25”
HEIGHT: 1.5”
HEIGHT WITH WHEEL: 6”
WEIGHT: 8 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
32” x 10.375” x 2.25” (0.43 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 8 lbs.
HOW COORDINATED ARE YOU?

Find your inner Zen with this Carrom original! It helps skiing, board enthusiasts or yoga lovers improve their balance and coordination and can be used in a standing, kneeling or sitting position. Show off for your kids or let them show off for you.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
SURFACE: Cool new graphics with anti-skid strips for better control
MISCELLANEOUS: Weight limit is 300 pounds

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 31.5"
WIDTH: 10.25"
HEIGHT: 1.5"
HEIGHT WITH WHEEL: 6"
WEIGHT: 8 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
32" x 10.375" x 2.25" (0.43 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 8 lbs.

Some assembly required
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
BUY ONE, GET FUN FREE!

You’ll want to strike out with this table top bowling game. Get two and charge your own lane fees! This game sports a solid wood frame, pin setter and a durable launcher that sends the ball down the lane. Your quest for a perfect game can last for years to come and you don’t even have to change your shoes!

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
PLAY SURFACE: Screen printed graphics using lead-free ink
IN THE BOX: Ten hardwood pins, two bowling balls, a sturdy ball launcher, easy-to-use pin setter and a score pad

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 44"
WIDTH: 9.75"
HEIGHT: 2"
HEIGHT WITH PIN SPOTTER: 10"
WEIGHT: 7 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
48” x 11.125” x 2.75” (0.85 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 7 lbs.

Minimal assembly required includes attachment of the ball launcher and pin setter (no tools required)
/
WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Toy contains a small ball. Not for children under 3 years.
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
NOT JUST FOR CRUISE SHIPS ANYMORE!

Your finger is the tang, the biscuit has roller-bearings, but it’s still shuffleboard! The solid wood frame construction means it will last a long, long time. Enjoy it year round from the comfort of your own home or backyard picnic table.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS

PLAY SURFACE: Screen printed graphics using lead-free ink
IN THE BOX: Eight roller-bearing pucks

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 44.75”
WIDTH: 12.75”
HEIGHT: 1.5”
WEIGHT: 12 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
48.625” x 14” x 2.5” (0.98 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 13 lbs.
HI-BOL
MODEL #660.00  |  UPC # 0-43077-66000-5

SKEEBALL: ANYTIME. ANYWHERE.

Love Skeeball, but hate buying token after token just to play? Carrom® has you covered! Save your quarters and challenge your friends. Hi-Bol folds up and closes securely so you can play anytime, anywhere you want. Get two or more for tournament style play.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
PLAY SURFACE: Smooth hardboard with screen printed graphics, fold out ramp, and sturdy wire to hold the ball in place
IN THE BOX: 6 white balls, one red ball

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 35.5”
WIDTH: 21”
HEIGHT: 16.5”
WEIGHT: 9 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
22” x 21.5” x 3” (0.78 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 9 lbs.
MOVE OVER HOCKEY CUP, IT’S THE CARROM® CUP

Will Sister’s Stars beat Brother’s Badgers? Can Mom’s Mad Dogs decimate Dad’s Defenders? Only YOU can decide. With a highly-visible scoring unit that keeps track of periods and goals, this game comes with some seriously tough hardware, almost as tough as real hockey players!

Slap shots, breakaways and dekes abound with high-speed game play, rugged construction and a sporty look. Do you have what it takes to win the Carrom® Cup?

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Thermal-fused, black marble, wear resistant Melamine
PLAY SURFACE: White styrene with silkscreened graphics
LEGS: Heavy black vinyl with leg-boots
GEARS: Precision injection molded for long wear, internal slip clutch to prevent binding and shearing
SCORING UNIT: Tracks periods and celebrates each goal with light and sound, may be reset at any time, automatically shuts down after end of third period, requires 4 AA batteries (not included)
IN THE BOX: Two pucks and one set of solid colored players

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 45.25"
WIDTH: 33.75"
WIDTH WITH LONGEST ROD PROTRUDING: 58"
HEIGHT: 47"
WEIGHT: 138 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
59” x 37” x 25.5” (32.21 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 163 lbs.
MOVE OVER HOCKEY CUP, IT’S THE CARROM® CUP

Will Sister’s Stars beat Brother’s Badgers? Can Mom’s Mad Dogs decimate Dad’s Defenders? Only YOU can decide. With a highly-visible scoring unit that keeps track of periods and goals, this game comes with some seriously tough hardware, almost as tough as real hockey players!

Slap shots, breakaways and dekes abound with high-speed game play, rugged construction and a sporty look. Do you have what it takes to win the Carrom® Cup?

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Thermal-fused, red colored wear resistant Melamine
PLAY SURFACE: White styrene with silkscreened graphics
LEGS: Heavy black vinyl with leg-boots
GEARS: Precision injection molded for long wear, internal slip clutch to prevent binding and shearing
SCORING UNIT: Tracks periods and celebrates each goal with light and sound, may be reset at any time, automatically shuts down after end of third period, requires 4 AA batteries (not included)
IN THE BOX: Two pucks and one set of solid colored players

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 45.25"
WIDTH: 33.75"
WIDTH WITH LONGEST ROD PROTRUDING: 58"
HEIGHT: 47"
WEIGHT: 138 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
59” x 37” x 25.5” (32.21 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 163 lbs.

Game is fully assembled except for the legs and electronic scoring unit
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
AMERICAN MADE! AMERICAN TOUGH!

We focus on the gears, nuts and bolts, so you can focus on that incoming slap shot. Smooth action and a sleek design combine to create the perfect addition to your game room. You work hard day in and day out. Come home to a top-notch Stick Hockey table that works just as hard as you.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Thermal-fused, red colored wear resistant Melamine, all corners are covered with protective caps and slide-on cup holders
PLAY SURFACE: White styrene with silkscreened graphics
LEGS: Heavy miter-fold black vinyl legs with chrome plated leg levelers for easy and accurate leveling
GEARS: Precision injection-molded Delrin, self-lubricating; slip clutch prevents damage during play
SCORING UNIT: Tracks periods and celebrates each goal with light and sound, automatically shuts down after end of third period, may be reset anytime, requires 4 AA batteries (not included)
IN THE BOX: One set of premium painted hockey players and two pucks

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 45.25”
WIDTH: 33.75”
HEIGHT: 51”
WEIGHT: 151 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
CABINET: 59” x 37” x 25.5” (32.21 cu. ft.)
LEG PACKS: 37” x 24” x 5.5” (2.83 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 176 lbs.

Some assembly required
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
SIGNATURE STICK HOCKEY
MODEL #435.00 | UPC #0-43077-43500-9

AMERICAN MADE! AMERICAN TOUGH!

We focus on the gears, nuts and bolts, so you can focus on that incoming slap shot. Smooth action and a sleek design combine to create the perfect addition to your game room. You work hard day in and day out. Come home to a top-notch Stick Hockey table that works just as hard as you.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Thermal-fused, blue colored wear resistant Melamine, all corners are covered with protective caps and slide-on cup holders
PLAY SURFACE: White styrene with silkscreened graphics
LEGS: Heavy miter-fold black vinyl legs with chrome plated leg levelers for easy and accurate leveling
GEARS: Precision injection-molded Delrin, self-lubricating; slip clutch prevents damage during play
SCORING UNIT: Tracks periods and celebrates each goal with light and sound, may be reset anytime, automatically shuts down after end of third period, requires 4 AA batteries (not included)
IN THE BOX: One set of premium painted hockey players and two pucks

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 45.25”
WIDTH:  33.75”
HEIGHT: 51”
WEIGHT: 151 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
CABINET: 59” x 37” x 25.5” (32.21 cu. ft.)
LEG PACKS: 37” x 24” x 5.5” (2.83 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 176 lbs.
AMERICAN MADE! AMERICAN TOUGH!

This is one Stick Hockey game that won’t find itself in the penalty box for inferior quality. Carrom builds their tables in the USA, so they are tough. American tough!

We’ve gone ahead and added cup holders so you can focus on that incoming slap shot instead of your drink.

We’ll be there for you, night after night, goal after goal.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Thermal-fused, red colored wear resistant Melamine, all corners are covered with protective caps and slide-on cup holders
PLAY SURFACE: White styrene with silkscreened graphics
PEDESTAL: One-piece molded unit to ensure durability
GEARS: Precision injection-molded Delrin, self-lubricating; slip clutch prevents damage during play
SCORING UNIT: Tracks periods and celebrates each goal with light and sound, may be reset anytime, automatically shuts down after end of third period, requires 4 AA batteries (not included)
IN THE BOX: One set of premium painted hockey players and two pucks

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 45.25"
WIDTH: 33.75"
WIDTH WITH LONGEST ROD PROTRUDING: 58"
HEIGHT: 51"
WEIGHT: 171 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
CABINET: 59” x 37.” x 25.5” (32.21 cu. ft.)
PEDESTAL: 40” x 29.625” x 33” (22.63 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 196 lbs.
AMERICAN MADE! AMERICAN TOUGH!

This is one Stick Hockey game that won’t find itself in the penalty box for inferior quality. Carrom builds their tables in the USA, so they are tough. American tough!

We’ve gone ahead and added cup holders so you can focus on that incoming slap shot instead of your drink.

We’ll be there for you, night after night, goal after goal.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Thermal-fused, blue colored wear resistant Melamine, all corners are covered with protective caps and slide-on cup holders
PLAY SURFACE: White styrene with silkscreened graphics
PEDESTAL: One-piece molded unit to ensure durability
GEARS: Precision injection-molded Delrin, self-lubricating; slip clutch prevents damage during play
SCORING UNIT: Tracks periods and celebrates each goal with light and sound, may be reset anytime, automatically shuts down after end of third period, requires 4 AA batteries (not included)
IN THE BOX: One set of premium painted hockey players and two pucks

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 45.25”
WIDTH: 33.75”
WIDTH WITH LONGEST ROD PROTRUDING: 58”
HEIGHT: 51”
WEIGHT: 171 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
CABINET: 59” x 37.” x 25.5” (32.21 cu. ft.)
PEDESTAL: 40” x 29.625” x 33” (22.63 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 196 lbs.

Some assembly required
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
There is some dispute over who made the first foosball table - but make no mistake - CARROM® Quality Foosball Tables will serve you well for many (MANY!) well-fought matches.

A CARROM® Foosball Table is designed to stand the test of time for durability and play value in your family home with unsurpassed CARROM® quality. The reinforced play surface ensures a flat field for consistent ball roll without the warping effect of games made with lesser grade materials. The table legs are reinforced with double bolting, and include chrome support bars and leg levelers to ensure a level field and eliminate dead zones for maximum stability and durability. Superior quality triple chrome-plated steel rods paired with stay-true rod bearings increase response speed and provide self-lubrication with long lasting durability. CARROM® quality design and furniture grade components set this American-made premium foosball table apart as a handsome and inviting addition to any living environment. It even includes built-in cup holders as corner covers!

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Sides are 1” thick with Agean Fresco colored laminate
PLAY SURFACE: 3/8” thick with wear resistant screen printed graphics
LEGS: Heavy miter-fold black vinyl with triple chrome plated leg levelers, 2” leg supports
PLAYERS: One set of premium counter balanced players with cross-hatch toe design for superior control
MISCELLANEOUS: One or three goalie play, decided during game set-up, corner ramps are included for single goalie assembly, wood bead scoring in natural and black, eight-sided hardwood handles allow for precise player control

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 55”
WIDTH: 29”
WIDTH WITH LONGEST ROD PROTRUDING: 50.3125”
HEIGHT: 36”
WEIGHT: 167 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
56.25” x 35.25” x 9.5” (10.9 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 192 lbs.

Full assembly required – Video instructions online at http://www.youtube.com/carromcompany
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
There is some dispute over who made the first foosball table - but make no mistake - CARROM® Quality Foosball Tables will serve you well for many (MANY!) well-fought matches.

A CARROM® Foosball Table is designed to stand the test of time for durability and play value in your family home with unsurpassed CARROM® quality. The reinforced play surface ensures a flat field for consistent ball roll without the warping effect of games made with lesser grade materials. The table legs are reinforced with double bolting, and include chrome support bars and leg levelers to ensure a level field and eliminate dead zones for maximum stability and durability. Superior quality triple chrome-plated steel rods paired with stay-true rod bearings increase response speed and provide self-lubrication with long lasting durability. CARROM® quality design and furniture grade components set this American-made premium foosball table apart as a handsome and inviting addition to any living environment. It even includes built-in cup holders as corner covers!

**FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS**
- **CABINET:** Sides are 1” thick with Burr Oak colored laminate
- **PLAY SURFACE:** 3/8” thick with wear resistant screen printed graphics
- **LEGS:** Heavy miter-fold black vinyl with triple chrome plated leg levelers, 2” leg supports
- **PLAYERS:** One set of premium counter balanced players with cross-hatch toe design for superior control
- **MISCELLANEOUS:** One or three goalie play, decided during game set-up, corner ramps are included for single goalie assembly, wood bead scoring in natural and black, eight-sided hardwood handles allow for precise player control

**GAME SIZE**
- **LENGTH:** 55”
- **WIDTH:** 29”
- **WIDTH WITH LONGEST ROD PROTRUDING:** 50.3125”
- **HEIGHT:** 36”
- **WEIGHT:** 177 lbs.

**CARTON DIMENSIONS**
- 56.25” x 35.25” x 9.5” (10.9 cu. ft.)
- **SHIPPING WEIGHT:** 202 lbs.
There is some dispute over who made the first foosball table - but make no mistake - CARROM® Quality Foosball Tables will serve you well for many (MANY!) well-fought matches.

A CARROM® Foosball Table is designed to stand the test of time for durability and play value in your family home with unsurpassed CARROM® quality. The reinforced play surface ensures a flat field for consistent ball roll without the warping effect of games made with lesser grade materials. The table legs are reinforced with double bolting, and include chrome support bars and leg levelers to ensure a level field and eliminate dead zones for maximum stability and durability. Superior quality triple chrome-plated steel rods paired with stay-true rod bearings increase response speed and provide self-lubrication with long lasting durability. CARROM® quality design and furniture grade components set this American-made premium foosball table apart as a handsome and inviting addition to any living environment. It even includes built-in cup holders as corner covers!

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Sides are 1” thick with Moroccan colored laminate
PLAY SURFACE: 3/8” thick with wear resistant screen printed graphics
LEGGS: Heavy miter-fold black vinyl with triple chrome plated leg levelers, 2” leg supports
PLAYERS: One set of premium counter balanced players with cross-hatch toe design for superior control
MISCELLANEOUS: One or three goalie play, decided during game set-up, corner ramps are included for single goalie assembly, wood bead scoring in natural and black, eight-sided hardwood handles allow for precise player control

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 55”
WIDTH: 29”
WIDTH WITH LONGEST ROD PROTRUDING: 50.3125”
HEIGHT: 36”
WEIGHT: 167 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
56.25” x 35.25” x 9.5” (10.9 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 192 lbs.

Full assembly required – Video instructions online at http://www.youtube.com/carromcompany
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
There is some dispute over who made the first foosball table - but make no mistake - CARROM® Quality Foosball Tables will serve you well for many (MANY!) well-fought matches.

A CARROM® Foosball Table is designed to stand the test of time for durability and play value in your family home with unsurpassed CARROM® quality. The reinforced play surface ensures a flat field for consistent ball roll without the warping effect of games made with lesser grade materials. Superior quality triple chrome-plated steel rods paired with stay-true rod bearings increase speed and provide self-lubrication with long lasting durability. CARROM® quality design and furniture grade components set this American-made foosball table apart as a handsome and inviting addition to any living environment.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Sides are 1" thick with Agean Fresco colored laminate
PLAY SURFACE: 3/8" thick with wear resistant screen printed graphics
LEGS: Heavy miter-fold black vinyl with leg boots
PLAYERS: Custom hand painted realistic players
MISCELLANEOUS: One or three goalie play; decided when setting up game, corner ramps are included for single goalie assembly, cushioned rubber handles allow for precise player control, high impact plastic ball return

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 55"
WIDTH: 29"
WIDTH WITH LONGEST ROD PROTRUDING: 50.3125"
HEIGHT: 36"
WEIGHT: 154 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
56.25" x 35.25" x 9.5" (10.9 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 179 lbs.
There is some dispute over who made the first foosball table - but make no mistake - CARROM® Quality Foosball Tables will serve you well for many (MANY!) well-fought matches.

A CARROM® Foosball Table is designed to stand the test of time for durability and play value in your family home with unsurpassed CARROM® quality. The reinforced play surface ensures a flat field for consistent ball roll without the warping effect of games made with lesser grade materials. Superior quality triple chrome-plated steel rods paired with stay-true rod bearings increase speed and provide self-lubrication with long lasting durability. CARROM® quality design and furniture grade components set this American-made foosball table apart as a handsome and inviting addition to any living environment.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
CABINET: Sides are 1” thick with Burr Oak colored laminate
PLAY SURFACE: 3/8" thick with wear resistant screen printed graphics
LEGS: Heavy miter-fold black vinyl with leg boots
PLAYERS: Custom hand painted realistic players
MISCELLANEOUS: One or three goalie play; decided when setting up game, corner ramps are included for single goalie assembly, cushioned rubber handles allow for precise player control, high impact plastic ball return

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 55”
WIDTH: 29”
WIDTH WITH LONGEST ROD PROTRUDING: 50.3125”
HEIGHT: 36”
WEIGHT: 166 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
56.25” x 35.25” x 9.5” (10.9 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 191 lbs.

Full assembly required – Video instructions online at http://www.youtube.com/carromcompany
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
CLASSIC DESIGN, PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE

All the bells and whistles of a professional hockey table without the price tag. Furniture grade con-
struction, cold pressed play surface, heavy miter-fold black vinyl coated legs and a UL-approved high
output electric motor with 100-cubic feet per minute air output make this table a must-have for your
game room.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
MISCELLANEOUS: Triple chrome-plated leg levelers for easy and accurate leveling, heavy 2” triple chrome
plated leg supports, and aluminum side rails generate fast rebound play and superior shot control. Plastic puck
catcher designed for quick puck return
PLAY SURFACE: Over 1” thick, made with cold press manufacturing to maintain a flat field surface and features
multi-colored graphics protected by high pressure laminate for superior wear resistance
IN THE BOX: Two pucks and two controller styles for beginner to advanced players

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 85”
WIDTH: 44.5”
HEIGHT: 31”
WEIGHT: 204 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
87” x 47” x 8” (19.03 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 257 lbs.
FREE THROW DUEL BASKETBALL
MODEL #752.69 | UPC # 0-43077-75269-4

JUMP. SHOOT. SCORE!

Forget the arcade. Now you can practice your shooting skills on this in-home basketball court. Perfect for a game room, basement or child’s playroom. Jump, shoot, score!

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• Basketball hoops are manufactured from cold-rolled, powder-coated steel rods, reinforced with cross-braces
• Game is manufactured using 1” thick, 16-gauge black powder-coated steel tubing
• Game may be folded with simple removal of two (2) clevis pins
• Ball return is Rip-Stop, double stitched
• Game includes six (6) basketballs and pump
• AC adapter (included) scoring unit tracks cumulative scores (2 points per throw for 20 seconds and 3 points per throw for the remaining 10 seconds of play)
• Includes realistic audio sounds
• Scoring unit automatically shuts down after 5 minutes of inactivity

GAME SIZE
LENGTH: 83.0”
WIDTH: 41.0”
HEIGHT: 81.0”
WEIGHT: 50 lbs.

CARTON DIMENSIONS
43” x 26” x 5.5” (3.56 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 50 lbs.

INDOOR USE ONLY (sensors will not work properly if used outdoors)
THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
DRUEKE® Cribbage

Colorful, two-tone fun on this solid hardwood cribbage board. Includes 1" pegs.

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 2 Track
• Solid walnut hardwood
• Screened various colors
• 1" Plastic pegs
• Metal slide for peg storage

CARTON DIMENSIONS
BOARD SIZE: 12" X 3.25" X 0.75"
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 0.5 lbs. 0.02 cu. ft.
DRUEKE® GAME BOX

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 1.5” Playing squares
• Leather backgammon board, black screened
• Wooden checkers
• Cribbage board with pegs
• Set of double six dominos
• Deck of playing cards
• 2.5” Rosewood weighted chessmen
• Marbleized 0.75” backgammon chips

CARTON DIMENSIONS
WEIGHT: 11.85 lbs.
BOX SIZE: 15” x 15” x 3”
CARTON SIZE: 16.625” x 16.625” x 4”
(0.47 cu. ft.)
DRUEKE® CLASSIC

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
- 1.25" Diameter
- Includes 12 light and 12 dark checkers

CARTON DIMENSIONS
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 0.25 lbs.
CARTON SIZE: 4.125" x 2.625" x 1.25"
(0.01 cu. ft.)
DRUEKE® CLASSIC

Three games in one! Mini Baseball, Bowling and Checkers designed to look like books on a shelf!

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• Bowling includes 10 wooden “Pins” dice, score sheets and instructions.
• Baseball includes 20 (10 red, 10 black) wooden score pins and 3 dice, game board and instructions.
• Checkers includes 24 (12 red, 12 black) wooden peg checkers, game board and instructions

CARTON DIMENSIONS
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1.1 lbs.
GAME SIZE: 4.75” x 4.75” x 3” (0.04 cu. ft.)
BOARD SIZE: 4.5625” x 4.5625” x 0.875”

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM® Quality Family Games

MAGNETIC CHESS
MODEL # 877.30   |   UPC # 0-43077-87730-4

DRUEKE® CLASSIC

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 0.75” Magnetic plastic chessmen
• 0.75” Playing squares
• Black set up box stores all pieces
• Metal Playing surface holds pieces in place during travel

CARTON DIMENSIONS
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1.0 lbs.
BOARD SIZE: 8” x 8” x 1”
0.04 cu. ft.
DRUEKE® TRAVEL BAG SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• Mini chess
• Mini checkers
• Mini backgammon
• Playing cards
• Durable Polyester Fabric Bag

GAME SIZE
BAG SIZE: 5” x 5” x 2”

CARTON DIMENSIONS
0.03 cu. ft.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 0.75 lbs.
**DRUEKE® TRAVEL BAG SERIES**

**FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS**
- Mini chess
- Mini checkers
- Mini backgammon
- Cribbage board with pegs
- Playing cards
- Durable Polyester Fabric Bag

**GAME SIZE**
BAG SIZE: 10" x 5" x 2.5"

**CARTON DIMENSIONS**
0.07 cu. ft.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 2.1 lbs.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
DRUEKE® TRAVEL BAG SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• Set Double Six Dominoes
• Durable Polyester Fabric Bag

GAME SIZE
BAG SIZE: 8” x 5” x 1”

CARTON DIMENSIONS
0.02 cu. ft.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 1.30 lbs.
CARROM® Quality Family Games

TRAVEL FOLDING CRIBBAGE

MODEL #906.00 | UPC # 0-43077-90600-4

DRUEKE® TRAVEL BAG SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• Playing cards
• Foldable cribbage board with pegs
• Durable Polyester Fabric Bag

GAME SIZE
BOARD SIZE: 7.5” X 2” X 0.5”
BAG SIZE: 4” x 2.5” x 2”

CARTON DIMENSIONS
0.01 cu. ft.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 0.5 lbs.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
DRUEKE® POKER SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 100 Count
• Chip size 1.5” diameter

CARTON DIMENSIONS
CARTON SIZE: 6.5” x 3.5” x 1.625’ (0.02 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 2.6 lbs.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
PLASTIC POKER CHIPS
MODEL # 856.10 | UPC # 0-43077-85610-1

DRUEKE® POKER SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 100 Count
• Chip size 1.5” diameter

CARTON DIMENSIONS
CARTON SIZE: 6.5” x 3.5” x 1.625” (0.02 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 0.85 lbs.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
WALNUT CHIP RACK, 200
MODEL # 856.11 | UPC # 0-43077-85611-8

DRUEKE® POKER SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 8” Round diameter, 4” height
• Solid American Walnut
• Slots for cards
• Holds 200, 1.5” chips
• Swivel Base
• Brass handle

CARTON DIMENSIONS
CARTON SIZE: 10.25” X 11.25” X 5” (0.33 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 3.65 lbs.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
MAPLE CHIP RACK, 200
MODEL # 856.14 | UPC # 0-43077-85614-9

DRUEKE® POKER SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 8” Round diameter, 4” height
• Solid American Hardwood
• Slots for cards
• Holds 200, 1.5” chips
• Swivel Base
• Brass handle

CARTON DIMENSIONS
CARTON SIZE: 10.25” X 11.25” X 5” (0.33 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 3.25 lbs.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
CARROM COMPANY | Manufactured in Ludington, MI | www.carrom.com | (231) 845-1263
DRUEKE® POKER SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 9.5” Round diameter, 4” height
• Solid American Hardwood
• Slots for cards
• Holds 300, 1.5” chips
• Swivel Base
• Brass handle

CARTON DIMENSIONS
CARTON SIZE: 10.25” X 11.25” X 5” (0.33 cu. ft.)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 3.9 lbs.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
DRUEKE® POKER SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 16.125” long
• 3.5” height
• Playing card slots
• 400 capacity

CARTON DIMENSIONS
0.2 cu. ft.
Shipping Weight: 4.95 lbs.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
WALNUT CHIP RACK, 500
MODEL # 859.50 | UPC # 0-43077-85950-8

DRUEKE® POKER SERIES

FEATURES & SPECIFICATIONS
• 20.25” long
• 3.5” height
• Playing card slots
• 500 capacity

CARTON DIMENSIONS
0.25 cu. ft.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 5.1 lbs.

THIS PRODUCT IS NOT A TOY! It is not intended for use by children under 13 years old.
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